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Process technology and services company

• Outotec provides leading 

technologies and services for the 

sustainable use of Earth’s 

natural resources.

• As the global leader in minerals and 

metals processing technology, we 

have developed many breakthrough 

technologies over the decades for 

our customers in mining and metals 

industries. 
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Local operations, global presence

Wide supplier network with established long-term relationships. 
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R&D, sales 
and service 
centers in

34
countries 

Deliveries to 
more than 

80 
countries

Experts of 
over 

60 
nationalities

Sales

1.2bn
EUR in 2015

4,200
employees

Listed on Nasdaq Helsinki since 2006
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Metals demand is forecasted to grow 2-4%
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SUPPLY DEMAND

2016F 

Production, Mt

2016F 

Consumption, Mt

CAGR% 

2015-25E

Increase, 

Kt/a

Aluminium 57,8 57,6 2,7 % 1692

Copper 22,5 22,3 1,8 % 419

Zinc 14,0 14,5 2,4 % 367

Nickel 2,0 1,9 1,4 % 29

Source: Wood Mackenzie, Morgan Stanley, Outotec analysis

Share of Outotec sales by 

end product

* Incl. water, sulfuric acid and off-gas
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MineLens Mining Productivity Index
August 2016
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”Mining productivity performance 
industry-wide has stabilized since 
2009 and started to show a small 
improvement, but is still far below 
where it was a decade ago.”

McKinsey & Company
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Today’s challenges and bottlenecks in concentrator plants
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Higher community 

expectations and 

legal requirements 

in terms of 

environmental 

responsibility

Shortage of 

skilled labor

Declining ore 

grade and 

increasing 

mineralogical 

complexity

Comminution, especially 

grinding, is a very energy 

intensive process stage. 

Challenges with cost and 

availability of fresh water.

Optimizing yield and grade.

Environmental and footprint 

challenges of wet tailings.
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To gain the best results in productivity improvement, a 
holistic approach across the value chain is necessary
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Outotec technologies and services
to tackle the challenges
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Services and solutions for mineral processing
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METAL
PROCESSING

MINING
ORES, MINERALS, WATER CONCENTRATE

INDUSTRIAL 

MINERALS

Services

Process control

Digitalization

Water management

Comminution

Dewatering

Sorting

Beneficiation
MINERAL 

PROCESSING

Paste and

dry tailings

Backfill

Construction

materials

Equipment

reuse
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Comminution technology and services

Applications:

• Crushing

• Screening

• Ore sorting

• Grinding

• Classification

• Process control and analyzers 

• Life-cycle services

Our latest innovations:

• Sensor-based ore sorting

• HIGmill fine grinding solution with

GrindForce rotor and stator design
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Sensor-based ore sorting removes waste from the ore feed

• Sensor-based ore sorting solution removes 

waste in crushing and grinding 

• Increases productivity and significantly 

reduces energy and water consumption

• Outotec has the expertise and capability 

to design, supply, and build state-of-the-art 

sorting plants with fast and reliable ramp-up
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Integrated crushing, screening and sorting plants
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Complex ore bodies require finer grind 
to maximize mineral recovery

• Outotec HIGmillTM provides an advanced, 

energy efficient, fine and ultra-fine grinding 

solution.

• Tall, narrow and vertical design ensures 

mineral particles remain in constant 

contact, significantly increasing grinding 

efficiency

• New feature: Outotec GrindForceTM rotor 

and stator design further improves the 

energy and wear performance.
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Beneficiation technology and services
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Applications:

• Froth flotation

• Magnetic separation

• Gravity separation

• Process control and analyzers 

• Life-cycle services

Our latest innovations:

• cPlant Flotation: modular container-based

flotation plant

• Large 630 m3 cells: TankCell e630

• Light element analyzer
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Modular flotation plant to reduce project costs

• Outotec cPlant Flotation – Small & mid 

capacity flotation plant (25 to 200 tph)

• Based on pre-fabricated and functionally 

tested modules in container-sized frames

• Easy transportation and installation

• Reduced EPC project costs compared to a 

conventional flotation plant:
• Up to 20% lower capital investment

• Requires 30% less labor resources

• 95% of installation & pre-commissioning done 

prior to delivery

• Minimal civil engineering work required
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Large flotation cells outperform small cells
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• TankCell e630 with a volume of 630 m3

• Particularly suitable for rougher and 

scavenger duties

• Outperforms smaller cells in energy 

efficiency 

• Enables a significant increase in 

production capacity

• 10 to 20% less total capital cost 

compared to an equivalent plant using 

the smaller TankCell e300
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On-line analyzer for light element analysis in slurry streams

• Courier 8 SL on-line analyzer for accurate 

monitoring of changes in feed mineralogy 

and improved concentrate quality control

• Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy

(LIBS) measurement principle

• Measures light elements such as Li, C, Mg, 

Al, Si, P, S, K and Ca

• Can be used also for measurement of 

heavier elements like Fe, Ni, Cu Zn and As
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Courier 8 SL
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Dewatering technology and services
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Applications:

• Thickening

• Filtration

• Water treatment

• Tailings management

• Process control and analyzers 

• Life-cycle services

Our latest innovations:

• Towards closed-water loop with water 

quantity and quality management

• Large-scale dry tailings and paste 

thickening solutions

• Modularized paste backfill plants
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Towards closed water loops
Cu 20 Mt/a with Thickened and Filtered Tailings (Dry Iranian Climate)

19

Concentrator Tailings deposition
300 m3/h

110 m3/h

4 400 m3/hRaw Water

Rain Fall Evaporation

Seepage

Lock-up

Concentrate

5 m3/h 0 m3/h 40m3/h

(0 m3/h)

260 m3/h

4 100 m3/h

ilter

(0 m3/h)

Filtered

tailings

With higher water recycling rate:

• Reducing raw water need

• Reducing tailings deposition footprint

• Process water doesn’t need to be potable water grade

• At closed loop recycling basically no effluents

• Less socio-political risk related to fresh water and effluents

• Example of 20 Mt/a Cu concentrator water balance in Iranian 

climate using drystacking, price of raw water 

3.5 USD / m3, rain 1 mm/month, evaporation 290 mm/month

>80% less raw 

water needed, 

with lower tailings 

footprint and 

environmental 

risks

300 m3/h
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Holistic tailings management can bring significant water 
savings and reduces environmental risks

• Holistic tailings management covers both 

surface and underground operations.

• Thickened, paste and dry tailings 

technologies combined with closed water 

loops are the best available technologies 

for conserving water within the 

concentrator environment.

• The short- and long-term risks can be 

significantly reduced by reducing the 

amount of water in the surface tailings 

storage facility.
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Performance solution
to boost business results
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Performance solution to boost your business results
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You get

• Improved Health & Safety 

• Decreased Operating Cost 

• Improved Equipment / Process 

Efficiency

• Improved Environmental Efficiency

• Improved Capital Efficiency

Overall 

equipment 

efficiency 

Cost

We want to improve your business performance throughout 

the life cycle of your plant with safe, sustainable and reliable solutions.

By collaboration and understanding of your business we apply our in-depth 

process, operation and maintenance expertise and world-class technologies.

Current level

Target level
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Outotec Performance Solution
Four step holistic approach to improve performance and productivity
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Collaboration and benchmarking 

to understand your business 

challenges are fundamental.

Extensive service portfolio and 

direct access to Outotec process 

knowledge and technology.

Safe, efficient and reliable 

implementation managed 

and executed by Outotec.

Continuous improvement 

and support to provide 

a step change in performance.

Boosting plant performance, Kalle Härkki
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Wide range of services to assess the current situation
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Equipment 
inspections 

Process feasibility 
studies

Inventory 
assessment

Plant performance 
assessment

Process evaluation
Health and safety 

services
Research and test 

services
Process advisory 

services
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Turn-key flotation retrofit with fast turnaround
Yamana Gold
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Challenges

• Poor flotation 

performance in 

terms of copper and 

gold recovery

• Flotation circuit had 

poor availability due 

to heavy sanding

• Substantial 

maintenance 

requirements due to 

heavy corrosion

• Limited time 

available for 

shutdown

Solution

• In-depth metallurgical 
assessment identified 
large improvement 
potential 

• Retrofit of 2 lines of 5 
existing 160m3

flotation cells with 
TankCell160

• A full turn-key 
delivery, including 
shutdown planning, 
scheduling and 
management and 
manufacturing steel 
works and tanks 

• Advanced operator 
training

Benefits

• Greater stability and 

control of flotation cells 

allowing for increased 

process optimization

• Decreased energy 

consumption (40%) 

• Minimized production 

losses during installation 

and commissioning

• Minimized sanding 

increases flotation circuit 

availability, leading to 

increase in production

• Improved flotation 

performance, recovery 

of copper and gold
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Leveraging digitalization for real time optimization of the process to 
address the variability of the ore
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Data from the ore and its processing behaviour is 

combined in a dynamic (HSC-Sim) process model that can

be used to adjust the process in the concentrator plant.

Variability in the ore
Bulk and 

Particle

Sorting

Selective mining is seldom

possible leading to feed

with uncontrolled variability

(grade, geomet properties)

Rejected feed

(material below

economic break

even point)

Pre-optimized 

process parameters 

to meet the varying 

mineralogy of the 

feed
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Summary – Overcoming challenges in minerals processing
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Higher community 

expectations and 

legal requirements 

in terms of 

environmental 

responsibility

Shortage of 

skilled labor

Declining ore 

grade and 

increasing 

mineralogical 

complexity

Today’s challenges such as declining ore grade, 

more complex ores, higher community expectations, 

shortage of skilled labor set higher requirements.

We want to collaborate and improve your plant’s 

performance throughout its life cycle with safe, 

sustainable and reliable solutions.

Outotec has the technology and services to 

overcome the challenges throughout the minerals 

processing value chain.




